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Abstract

This paper presents a reusable rail-to-rail operational
amplifier. The unity-gain bandwidth can be tuned from
7.5kHz to 1.5MHz with total quiescent consumption ran-
ging from42nA to 27.5µA with 2V supply voltage. A novel
rail-to-rail architecture proposed by Duque-Carrilloet al.
and a low-power low-voltage class AB output stage propo-
sed by Silveiraet al. are integrated to achieve an opamp
that meets the requirements of a wide range of applications.
A power optimization design methodology for a given sett-
ling time is explored and simulations results are presented.

1. Introduction

Evolution of electronic system design has shown over the
last years a strong trend towards the utilization of systems-
on-chip (SOC). SOC not only follow the general trend for
reducing supply voltage and power but also integrates ana-
log and digital parts. The availability of deep sub-micron
technologies on one hand allows the integration of an in-
creasing number of circuits in a single chip making SOC
a reality but also make the gap between the complexity of
the designs and the designers productivity wider, especia-
lly considering the pressures to shrink the products time-
to-market. The most accepted solution to bridge this gap
in SOC design is the use of reusable functional cells also
known as “cores” or “intellectual property” (IP). In the ana-
log design case, the complexity of the problems are much
bigger than for their digital counterpart. Not only there are
more aspects of the problem to take into account besides
consumption, speed and area, but also analog blocks de-
signs are very layout and process dependent and special ski-
lls are required to complete them.

One of the most important analog building blocks is the
operational amplifier. The need for a reusable opamp cell
that meets the demands of several applications is a key ob-

jective. To do so it must be capable of operating in diffe-
rent performance and environmental conditions, ie. accept
a wide range of input signals and load impedance without
significant consumption overheads. Rail-to-rail input stages
([5, 11, 10, 4]) and class AB output stages ([2], [12]) are
proposed in the literature to face low power and low supply
voltage requirements, maintaining input common mode and
dynamic range as well as load driving capabilities. Circuit
performance tuning is also a desirable characteristic to en-
hance the circuit applicability and is being addressed in the
academic world ([6, 1]).

In this framework, this work describes the design of a
reusable rail-to-rail opamp for low-voltage, low-power ap-
plications with performance tuning capabilities. The paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the architecture
of the rail-to-rail input stage. Section 3 presents the com-
plete opamp circuit. In section 4 the design methodology
based on a settling time driven power optimization is des-
cribed. Sections 5 and 6 summarizes the main results and
conclusions of this work.

2. Rail-to-rail Input Stage

The ongoing reduction of the power supply voltage in
CMOS analog circuits has forced designers to reconsider
the usual input stages in operational amplifiers to compen-
sate for the loss of input common mode and dynamic range.
The simplest rail-to-rail input stage consists of standard n-
channel and p-channel differential pairs driven in parallel
[7]. However, this stage is rarely used because its net trans-
conductancegmT varies by a factor of two over the com-
mon mode input range. This variation prevents the de-
sign from achieving an optimal frequency compensation,
as shown in reference [11]. To obtain a constant gm also
has important benefits for the power consumption as shown
next. With a varyinggmT , the output stage current has to be
greatly increased to keep non-dominant poles far from the
worst-case maximumfT value. Therefore the current saved
by having a constant gm makes the extra current spent in
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most of constant gm circuits worth it.
Several efforts to obtain a constantgm over the entire

common mode input range have been underway for several
years now. Initially, the proposed architectures considered
only “strong inversion” operation [5, 11] or more recently
even only “weak inversion” operation [6, 8]. All these to-
pologies were based on, either, the strong inversion square-
law characteristic or the weak inversion exponential one.
Although good solutions were achieved in some cases, all
of them had a strong dependence in their operation point
and can not be used on a programmable opamp that must be
able to go from weak to strong inversion without degrada-
tion in its performance. This last characteristic allows the
opamp cell to be used from low frequency very low power
applications to MHz frequency low power applications.

An architecture capable of providing constantgm in all
regions of inversion of the MOS transistor appears to be a
need in reusable opamp cells. Several topologies have been
reported recently [10, 9, 4]. These architectures are usually
referred as “universal”. Another desirable characteristic is
that of being “robust” as defined by Duque-Carrilloet al.
[4], meaning that the accuracy of the circuit does not rely
on any condition for matching n- and p-channel input tran-
sistors, i.e. on scaling the geometries to compensate for the
difference in mobility between electrons and holes. This
allows the circuit not only to be independent of process va-
riations, which are hard to anticipate for the designer, but
also to be easily migrated to another technology. The pro-
posed architecture by Duque-Carrilloet al. [4] meets both
requirements in a very efficient way.

The key to obtain a constant gm input stage lays in ob-
taining the correct tail current for each differential pair.
Duque-Carrilloet al. technique is based on using a nega-
tive feedback loop to impose that:

gmREF = gmP + gmN (1)

wheregmREF is independent of the input common mode
andgmP andgmN are the transconductances of the input
differential pairs.

The negative feedback loop principle is illustrated in Fi-
gure 1. Here the differential pairsTP,ref andTP are identi-
cal to the p-channel input stage differential pair, whileTN is
identical to the n-channel one. All of them are unbalanced
by a DC voltage V, small enough to ensure operation in the
linear region.TP differential pair is biased by a replica of
the p-channel input stage differential pair tail current (IBP )
so it depends on the input common mode, butTP,ref is bia-
sed by a replica of thenominalp-channel tail current (IB)
and therefore it’sgm is independent of the input common
mode level. With the polarities shown in Figure 1 the dif-
ferential output currents are added and the voltage of the
summing node controls theTN tail current (IBN ) as indica-
ted by the dashed line. Doing so, the sumiREF + iP + iN
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the constant gm
operation principle.

always equals zero and using the small signal model for the
differential pairs (i = gm×vi) we can easily obtain eq. (1).

Using a replica ofIBN to bias the actual n-channel dif-
ferential pair of the input stage we will always have a com-
mon mode independent net transconductance in the input
stage equal togmREF . SinceTP,ref transconductance is
independent of any matching conditions between n- and p-
channel input transistors and their operating regions, the
proposed architecture is bothrobustanduniversal.

Figure 2 shows the circuit implementation of the cons-
tant gm technique. The three differential pairsTP,ref , TP

andTN are shown. A folded cascode implements the sum-
ming circuit. This avoids deviations caused by the mis-
match of the current mirrors that would be otherwise re-
quired to steer the currents to a summing node. Also, on
the left of the circuit, there is a monitor circuit formed by a
fourth differential pair whose transistors are identical to the
p-channel input ones and with its drain and sources short-
circuited. The gates are connected to the amplifier input
signals, thus, sensing the input common mode and there-
fore always supplyingTP with the same common mode de-
pendent tail current that bias the p-channel input differential
pair.

3. Complete OpAmp Circuit

Having completed the input stage design we must now
design the output stage of our amplifier. A cascode stage
will be used to sum the currents of the input stage differen-
tial pairs while providing additional gain and a single high
impedance node to drive the output stage.

The output stage must be able to drive different loads
keeping at the same time a reduced power consumption. A
class AB output stage presented by Silveiraet al. [12] con-
siderably reduces the output quiescent current consumption,
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Figure 3. Opamp circuit implementation, omitting constant gm circuit.

with respect to an equivalent class A output stage. This is
achieved by increasing the output stage transconductance
to current ratio (gm/ID) exploiting current gain through
current mirrors. The new output stage transconductance is
given by:

gmout = gm5(1 +
km

h
)D(s) (2)

wheregm5 is the transconductance of the output transistor
M5, k,m and h are the current mirrors gain factors as shown
in figure 3 andD(s) represents the contribution of the fre-
quency response of the current mirrors. The factor(1+ km

h )
is noted asgmmult

This output stage does not require extra compensating
capacitances, is suitable for low voltage operation and is
capable of driving loads that are up to the requirements
of our reusable opamp. This output stage has already
been successfully used in a very low power consump-
tion (100nA@2.0V ) pacemaker sensing channel applica-
tion [13].

The complete opamp circuit schematic, omitting the
constant-gm circuit shown in Figure 2, is shown in Figure
3.

4. Design Methodology

Design methodology is an important concern in this
work. Design procedures and optimization algorithms were
used in order to obtain minimum consumption while com-
plying with the opamp requirements. Silveiraet al. [14]
presents a power optimization algorithm for a given settling

time, that provides the optimum combination of slewing and
linear settling periods over the total settling time. Also the
optimum combination of thegm/ID ratios of the input and
output stages is obtained. In that work the algorithm was ap-
plied to a simple Miller OTA and proved to obtain a much
better solution than those obtained with the application of
fixed “rules of thumb”.

In our work the algorithm was extended to our more
complex architecture. To do so, the architecture was mode-
lled at a higher level as a simple Miller OTA. The constant-
gm input stage can be considered as a simple OTA in-
put stage if frequency response of the cascoded summing
mirrors is taken into account. The output stage class AB ar-
chitecture can also be considered as a simple class A output
transconductance as shown by Silveiraet al.[12] by appro-
priate design. Under these conditions a RC compensation
network is used to assure stability, as can be seen in Fi-
gure 3. The RC network eliminates the right half plane zero
introduced by the Miller compensation, thus allowing to re-
duce the transconductance and hence the current needed at
the output stage.

The Miller amplifier characteristics, modified to take
into account our more complex architecture can be summa-
rized with the following equations:

ωT =
gmT

Cf
(3)

ωndp =
gmoutCf

C1C2 + Cf (C1 + C2)
(4)

PM = f(NDP, ω13, ω15, k, h, m, ωfc) (5)

whereωT is the transition frequency,ωndp is the Miller non-
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dominant pole frequency,gmT is the input stage net trans-
conductance,Cf is the Miller compensation capacitance,
gmout is the output stage transconductance as given by (2),
C1 is the parasitic capacitance at the input of the output
stage,C2 is the load capacitance, PM is the phase margin,
NDP is the ratio ofωndp overωT , ω13 andω15 are the angu-
lar frequencies of the poles associated with theM13 −M14

andM15 − M8 current mirrors, k,h and m are the mirrors
gains as explained in section 3 andωfc is the non dominant
pole introduce by the folded-cascode stage.

The settling time expression given by Silveiraet al. [14]
is shown in (6).

ts = τ

(
ln

(
1
ε

)
− 1 + ln(x) +

1
x

)
(6)

whereτ = 1
βωT

, β is the amplifier closed loop feedback
factor,ε is the output voltage relative error condition where
settling time is defined andx = τSR

Vstep
, with Vstep the am-

plitude of the step at the output of the amplifier and SR the
slew rate.

The slew rate is approximated as in [14]:

SR = min(SR1, SR2) with

{
SR1 = Io1max

Cf

SR2 = Io2max

C2

(7)

where the amplifier slew rate is the minimum between the
internal slew rate (SR1) and the external slew rate (SR2).
Here Io1max is the maximum current the folded cascode
can provide, and is equal toIB , whereIB is the input stage
bias current.Io2max is the maximum output stage output
current and is equal togmmult × ID5, whereID5 is the
output transistorM5 quiescent current.

Taking the more complex architecture into account, the
design algorithm of the complete opamp integrates the out-
put stage design algorithm presented in [12]. The following
settling time driven, power optimization algorithm results:

1. Non-critical design parameters, as transistors length,
or current sourcesgm/ID ratios are chosen a priori
by the designer. This parameters can be modified la-
ter, like for example, if the DC gain is not enough the
transistor length can be increased.

2. The design space defined by the input and output sta-
gesgm/ID is explored. The input stagegm/ID its
equal to thegm/ID of theTP,ref differential pair tran-
sistors and will be noted as(gm/ID)1. Output stage
gm/ID can be obtained from equation (2) and depends
on gm5/ID5, k, h, m andD(s). For the space explo-
rationgm5/ID5, noted as(gm/ID)5, will be used.

3. For each combination of these two parameters the
compensation capacitorCf is swept. For each value

of Cf the amplifier is designed to comply with the to-
tal settling time specified, a given phase margin and
the optimum class AB configuration. This is done by
the following iterative process.

(i) Initial values forID5 andfT are determined as-
sumingx = 0.5, NDP = 2.2 and the simplified
case whereC1 ¿ Cf ¿ C2.

(ii) The output stage power optimization routine is
run. Optimum values for k,h,m andNDP are
obtained.

(iii) The rest of the circuit transistors are sized and
capacitorsC1 andC2 are calculated.

(iv) x, fT andID5 are recalculated from the following
equations derived from equations (2) to (7):

x =
min

[
2

(gm/ID)1
,

NDP (C1C2+Cf (C1+C2))
(gm/ID)5Cf C2

]

βVstep

(8)

ωT =
ln( 1

ε )− 1 + ln(x) + 1
x

βts
(9)

ID5 = ωT
NDP (C1C2 + Cf (C1 + C2))

gmmult(gm/ID)5Cf
(10)

(v) If the relative difference with the initial values
of fT andID5 is less than a given error then the
process is finished, else we iterate at step 3ii with
the calculated values offT andID5.

4. The value ofCf that gives the minimum total quiescent
current consumption is determined.

When the complete algorithm is finished we obtain the
value ofCf that minimizes the total current consumption
for each point in the(gm/ID)1,(gm/ID)5 plane. The le-
vel curves of constant total consumption in this plane in a
region around the optimum consumption can be seen in Fi-
gure 4 for the case of a design in0.8µm CMOS technology,
with the following data:1µs of 1% total settling time at
0.3V step amplitude in follower configuration, 60 degrees
phase margin with a50pF load capacitance and2V power
supply. Additional results are shown in the following sec-
tion.

All the algorithms were run in Matlab and the transistor
model used in all calculations was the ACM model [3].

5. Results

In the conditions of the design from the last section,
Table 1 shows the SPICE simulated characteristics of the
opamp at different values of the reference current (Iref ).
The data included are: transition frequency (fT ), phase
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Figure 4. Constant total current consumption
as a function of (gm/ID)1 and (gm/ID)5 ra-
tios.

margin (PM), total current consumption (IDD), settling
time (tset) and DC open loop gain (A0). In this table we
can appreciate how the amplifier can be tuned over more
than 2 decades offT .

It might seem surprising the extremely high values achie-
ved for the DC open loop gain. These are explained by seve-
ral factors: a) there are three gain stages (the input stage, the
cascode summing stage and the output stage), b) the output
stage gain is enhanced by the transconductance multiplica-
tion effect, c) these values correspond to operation with a
purely capacitive load, in which case the output stage gain
is maximum, d) we are taking full advantage of the high
gain achievable in the weak and moderate inversion regions.
Nevertheless, it is expected to have smaller values in the ex-
perimental prototypes due to presence of parasitic and un-
modeled effects in the transistor output conductance.

Figure 5(a) shows how the transition frequency and the
phase margin varies withIref for 3 different input common
mode levels. The increase in the phase margin for large
Iref is due to the fact that thefT starts to fell behind and
the frequency compensation isn’t optimal. One of the rea-
sons for this behavior is that for largeIref many transistors
in strong inversion go into triode region due to their high
saturation voltages which does not fit in the low supply vol-
tage. Figure 5(b) also shows the transition frequency and
the phase margin, but in this case they are plotted against
the input common mode voltage (VCM ). The figure clearly
shows that the constant-gm circuit keeps the circuit opti-
mally compensated through the entire input common mode
range, even for large tuning currents.

Finally, Figure 6 shows how setlling time characteristic

Table 1. Calculated and Simulated characte-
ristics of the designed opamp for 2V power
supply voltage and 50pF load.

Params. Values

Iref (nA) 0.2 2.4 40 135
SPICE MATLAB

fT (kHz) 7.5 75 790 770 1500
PM(o) 60 62 68 >60 77
IDD(µA) 0.04 0.5 8.2 7.9 27.3
tset(µs) 184 19.7 1.4 1 0.91
A0(dB) 137 157 162 >160 132

varies with the opamp tuning. The results with nominal ope-
ration (Iref = 40nA) are slightly over the expected value
(as can be seen also in Table 1), but the agreement achie-
ved validates the methodology. Setlling time is also cons-
tant over the entire input common mode range, except when
the input step pushes the common mode through the range
where the constant-gm circuit has to steer the bias current
from one pair to the other. In that case the delay introduced
by this circuit increase the setlling time by a factor of 2 or
3. A more careful design of the constant-gm circuit could
overcome this problem.

This amplifier is being fabricated at the time of submis-
sion of this article.

6. Conclusions

A recently proposed power optimization design metho-
dology was extended to design a more complex architec-
ture, including constant gm rail-to-rail input stages and a
very low quiescent power class AB output stage. The po-
wer optimization algorithm for the output stage was also
integrated, allowing to take full advantage of the benefits of
this stage.

The results validate the original methodology and the ex-
tended one presented in this work. Results also confirmed
that a reusable opamp for a wide range of applications was
obtained.
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